Cafeteria Dessert Procedures
The feedback from the 2016-2017 cafeteria survey largely expressed some concerns in
regards to the dessert options offered in the cafeteria. We have been able to test a couple of
more natural flavor/color and reduced sugar dessert options by introducing Jonny Pops and
Pop Star popsicles to the students.
EFFECTIVE NOV. 27TH:
We will continue the school year with Pop Star as the organic popsicle option, Blue
Bell as the ice cream option and Honey Hill Farms as the frozen yogurt option.
Kindergarten and First Grade will still be allowed desserts only on Fridays and they will
have a choice of the Blue Bell ice cream cup, Frozen Yogurt or Pop Star popsicle.
PRICING:
The pricing for Blue Bell ice cream and Honey Hill Farms frozen yogurt will remain
$1.00. The pricing for the handmade, organic Pop Star popsicles will be $1.50.
KINDERGARTEN & 1ST GRADE:
When Kindergarten & First Grade go through the lunch line on Fridays they will
have the chance to decide if they want a blue bell ice cream cup, frozen yogurt or an organic
popsicle. Students who purchase a hot or cold plate lunch with the organic popsicle will be
charged an additional .50 cents. Students who bring their lunch from home will need to
bring cash or have money in their Skyward food service account to be able to purchase a
dessert on Fridays.

2ND – 4TH GRADE:
When 2nd, 3rd and 4th grade students go through the lunch line, they will have the
option to purchase a green or yellow token from the cashier. The green token will represent
a value of $1.00 and the yellow token will represent a value of $1.50. Upon dismissal at their
designated “ice cream time”, regardless of token color, all token carriers will continue to
line up on the green arrows at the dessert counter and all non-token carriers will continue to
line up on the yellow arrows at the dessert counter. Students who bring their lunch from
home will need to bring cash or have money in their Skyward food service account to be
able to purchase a dessert.
RESTRICTIONS:
If you do not want your child to purchase desserts or would only like for them to
purchase desserts on a specific day, you can create those restrictions from the Skyward food
service tab. Any spending limits or food restrictions will not have transferred from Dinerite
to the new Skyward system and you must login to Skyward to recreate those parameters.

